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Saturday, June 12, 2021

9:30 a.m. | College of Engineering, Technology and Management

National Anthem
Welcome and Opening Remarks | Nagi G. Naganathan, Ph.D., ASME Fellow, President
Oregon Tech Board of Trustees Greeting and Remarks | Jessica Gomez, Chair, Board of Trustees
Commencement Address | Duncan Wyse, President, Oregon Business Council
Student Awards of Excellence | Erin Foley, Ph.D., Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Presentation by Graduating Senior | Walker M. York, Accounting
Presentation of Graduates | Joanna Mott, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs and Strategic Enrollment Management
Conferring of Degrees | Dr. Naganathan
Alumni Remarks | Ken Vandehey ’90, President, Alumni Advisory Board
Final Remarks | Dr. Mott
Announcers | Carmen Morgan and Franny Howes, Ph.D., Associate Professors of Management and Communication

11:30 a.m. | College of Health, Arts and Sciences

National Anthem
Welcome and Opening Remarks | Nagi G. Naganathan, Ph.D., ASME Fellow, President
Oregon Tech Board of Trustees Greeting and Remarks | Jessica Gomez, Chair, Board of Trustees
Commencement Address | Carol Dahl, Ph.D., Executive Director, The Lemelson Foundation
Student Awards of Excellence | Erin Foley, Ph.D., Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Presentation by Graduating Seniors | Christian Gomez, Biology-Health Sciences; Josie Page Hanel, Population Health Management
Presentation of Graduates | Joanna Mott, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs and Strategic Enrollment Management
Conferring of Degrees | Dr. Naganathan
Alumni Remarks | Ken Vandehey ’90, President, Alumni Advisory Board
Final Remarks | Dr. Mott
Announcers | Carmen Morgan and Franny Howes, Ph.D. Associate Professors of Management and Communication
Perhaps with perhaps a little more free time in his future, Walker can do more of the things he loves: hiking, playing Frisbee, and shooting hoops.

Prior to graduation (and he accepted it), Interfor has agreed to pay for Walker's graduate education in the coming year. Walker's involvement on campus and beyond has been significant in many ways. Walker's dedication to assisting other students is evident through his work as a Peer Consultant (tutor), TOP tutor and Supplemental Instructor for accounting classes. Walker also served as the event planner for the Campus Activities Board and as a Business Ambassador in support of the Management department. This year, Walker was also a member of Oregon Tech's team that competed in the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) national student case study which placed in the Elite 8 (and currently waiting for final announcement of this year's winners).

Academically, Walker has certainly excelled with only one B in three years! He was selected as the Outstanding Scholar for his major and the President's Senior Cup, the highest academic award, plus the Most Dedicated Student Award this year. His high academic marks and personality landed him an internship last summer at Interfor (a lumber company) in Port Angeles, Washington, where he made such an impression that he was offered a full-time position upon graduation (and he accepted it). Interfor has agreed to pay for Walker's graduate education in the coming year.

Perhaps with perhaps a little more free time in his future, Walker can do more of the things he loves: hiking, playing Frisbee, and shooting hoops.
Graduating Speakers (cont.)

Christian Gomez  
*Biology-Health Sciences and Chemistry minor; Student Achievement Award; Outstanding Scholar; President's Senior Cup*

Christian moved to Klamath Falls from Sherwood, Oregon, after graduating from Sherwood High School in 2017, with all of his math requirements (through Math 252) and various AP science classes completed. As a pre-med student, Christian focused not only on his academic success but also on serving other students and his community. Christian was accepted into the Oregon Tech Honors Program in 2018, which fostered his inner curiosity and academic success.

Academically, Christian excelled in his classes (only one B in four years) and was awarded the Outstanding Scholar for his major. Christian is also this year’s recipient of the Student Achievement Award and the President’s Senior Cup. Christian was a key contributor on a team that worked on neuroscience research project involving rats, which was also selected to be presented at the Western Regional Honors Conference in April. Christian served as a teaching assistant for the Organic Chemistry courses where he hosted study sessions, tutored, assisted with labs, and graded assignments, quizzes and labs.

Christian also served as president of the Biology-Health Sciences Club this year and even through the virtual interactions, led the group to make 84 full-size blankets for High Desert Hospice and they received a volunteer excellence award for their work. Christian and another student spent this year to get a student chapter of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the National Pre-health Honors Society, established at Oregon Tech, which will be the first chapter in Oregon.

Christian plans take some time to apply to medical school with a start date of fall, 2022, where he will strive to be a passionate pediatrician and to continue to serve his community.

Josie Page Hanel  
*Population Health Management; Outstanding Scholar*

Josie is from Lakeview, Oregon, and came to Oregon Tech in 2018 after transferring from Linn Benton Community College, where she completed prerequisites for a Medical Imaging Technology program. Josie changed her major from MIT and found her passion in the Population Health Management program, where she can “give back to healthcare” in response to her surviving cancer.

Josie’s interest in helping others is immediately evident by her smile (which is always present) and her ever-present positive attitude. Josie’s campus involvement includes being an active member of Kappa Xi Alpha sorority and participating in many campus and community service events. Josie also served as an officer in the Associated Students of Oregon Institute of Technology (ASOIT; student government) this year. Josie also held an internship with the Population Health Management Research Center and worked on a suicide prevention program for a primary medical care setting.

As a first-generation college student, Josie attributes her success to the support of her parents, grandparents, TOP advisors and her faculty members. Josie’s perseverance and desire to push through failure to be a stronger student is truly evident in being named the Outstanding Scholar for her major!

Josie’s future plans include beginning her career as a patient coordinator for an oncology department, with her sights on a management position eventually, while also fulfilling her dreams to travel the world.
Student Awards (Klamath Falls)

The **Hiram M. Hunt Award** is eponymously named for a former Oregon Tech faculty member and presented to a student or group who, in the opinion of the faculty, has completed a project that is judged to have made a significant contribution to their field. This year’s recipients is **Lauren Frost**. Lauren graduates with a Bachelor of Science in Communication Studies.

The **Most Dedicated Student Award** was established in 1967 by alumnus Jesse Barker. The award is presented to one student each year who, in the opinion of the faculty, has been involved in campus activities and helped make a difference on campus for the students. This year’s recipient is **Walker M. York**. Walker graduates with a Bachelor of Science in Accounting.

The **Oregon Tech Pride Award** was introduced in 2003 by the Student Awards Commission to honor the student or students whose accomplishments bring outstanding recognition and pride to Oregon Tech. This year’s recipient are members of the 2021 ASCE Steel Bridge Team who are: **Grant Banister** (Master of Science in Civil Engineering); **Michael Hole** (Bachelor of Science & Master of Science in Civil Engineering); **Kayla deHoop** (Bachelor of Science & Master of Science in Civil Engineering); **Ian Pargeter** (Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering); and **Evan Worthington** (Freshman, Bachelor of Science & Master of Science in Civil Engineering).

The **Outstanding Community Service Award** is intended for the student or students who have made outstanding contributions to their communities. This is exemplified by high moral standards, a cooperative attitude with community leaders, and demonstrated service to others. This year’s recipient is **Hasan Alramadan**. Hasan graduates with a Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene.

The **Outstanding Non-Traditional Student Award** was established in 2012 by the Student Awards Commission to recognize a non-traditional student as an exemplary role model and for his/her contributions to Oregon Tech and/or other communities. This year’s recipient is **Sally Sutton**. Sally is a junior in Nursing (OHSU).

The **Outstanding Student Veteran Award** was established in 2010 by the Student Awards Commission to recognize a student veteran who has been involved on campus or in the local community, and has helped make a positive difference for students who are veterans of the U.S. Armed Forces. This year’s recipients are **Apoorva Singh** (Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering) and **Olex Goloshchapov** (Bachelor of Science in Software Engineering Technology).

The **Owens Citizenship Award** was established by the family of the late Rose and Vern J. Owens. It is intended for the student who, in the opinion of the faculty, has made outstanding contributions to the university. This is exemplified by high moral standards, participation in school activities, interest in the betterment of the student body standards, a cooperative attitude toward the faculty and fellow students, and a spirit of adventure in academic activities. This year’s recipient is **Apoorva Singh**. Apoorva graduates with a Bachelor of Science in Biology-Health Sciences (anticipated December 2021).

The **Student Achievement Award** is presented to a student in recognition of outstanding accomplishments such as senior projects, papers, presentations, or externship/practicum experiences that are judged overall to have made a significant contribution to the student’s academic area of interest. This year’s recipient is **Christian Gomez**. Christian graduates with a Bachelor of Science in Biology-Health Sciences.

The **Graduate Student Achievement Award** was created by the Student Awards Commission in recognition of outstanding accomplishments such as graduate projects, papers, presentations, or research experiences that are judged overall to have made a significant contribution to the student’s academic area of interest. This year’s recipient is **Hanna Wolf**. Hanna graduates with a Bachelor of Science in Renewable Energy Engineering & Environmental Sciences in 2021 and a Masters in Renewable Energy Engineering in 2022.

The **Outstanding Scholars Award** honors those students appointed by their respective department chairpersons or program directors who, in the opinion of the faculty, have demonstrated academic excellence in their majors. Only one Outstanding Scholar is awarded per major (bachelor’s degrees). They are:

**College of Health, Arts, and Sciences**
- **Alix Harris** Applied Mathematics
- **Anna Scolatti** Vascular Technology
- **Asher Nieman** Communication Studies
- **Christian Gomez** Biology-Health Sciences
- **Hannah Jordan** Respiratory Care
- **Heidi Horton** Diagnostic Medical Sonography
- **Josie Hanel** Population Health Management
- **Kelly O’Malley** Environmental Sciences
- **Kyle Reimwald** Dental Hygiene
- **Megan Ross** Applied Psychology
- **Michael Yilek** Professional Writing
- **Mikaela Schuman** Radiologic Science
- **Rachael Blumenshine** Echocardiography
- **Rhiannon Corcoran** Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging

**College of Engineering, Technology, and Management**
- **Adam Flaig** Cybersecurity
- **Brandon Foose** Mechanical Engineering
- **Carson Porter** Operations Management
- **David Abara** Computer Engineering Technology
- **Garrett Oman** Civil Engineering
- **Garrison Peacock** Embedded Systems Engineering Technology
- **Jacob Hertel** Manufacturing Engineering Technology
- **Jonathan Thurston** Electrical Engineering
- **Katelyn Flores** Business—Management Option
- **Kevin Thaddeus Steerman** Renewable Energy Engineering
- **Nathan Ruscheinsky** Information Technology
- **Nathan Ikola** Software Engineering Technology
- **Sean Lange** Geomatics with Surveying Option
- **Walker M. York** Accounting

The **President’s Senior Cup** is chosen from the list of Outstanding Scholars nominated by their academic department who have demonstrated superior academic excellence as evidenced by very high cumulative grade-point averages, impressive senior projects, published work or acceptance into graduate school; and other criteria such as dependability, willingness to help others, or involvement in activities and organizations. The 2020-21 academic year consisted of 12 Portland-Metro and 28 Klamath Falls Outstanding Scholars, 6 Online Learning Outstanding Scholars, 1 Chemeketa Outstanding Scholar and 1 Seattle Outstanding Scholar of which 6 students were nominated for the President’s Senior Cup.

This year’s recipients are **Walker M. York (Accounting)** from the College of Engineering, Technology, and Management; and **Christian Gomez (Biology-Health Sciences)** from the College of Health, Arts, and Sciences.
Student Awards (Portland-Metro, Seattle, Online Learning)

The Outstanding Community Service Award is intended for the Portland-Metro student or students who have made outstanding contributions to their communities. This is exemplified by high moral standards, a cooperative attitude with community leaders, and demonstrated service to others. This year’s recipient of the Outstanding Community Service Award is Jimmy Pierce. Jimmy is a student in Mechanical Engineering with an anticipated graduation date in June, 2022.

The Outstanding Student Involvement Award is presented to a Portland-Metro student each year who was involved in campus activities and helped make a difference on campus for the students. This year’s recipient of the Outstanding Student Involvement Award is Justin Ringle. Justin is a student in Renewable Energy Engineering with an anticipated graduation date with both a Bachelor and Master of Science in June, 2022 or 2023.

The Outstanding Academic Achievement Award is presented to a Portland-Metro student in recognition of outstanding accomplishments such as senior projects, papers, presentations, or externship/practicum experiences that are judged overall to have made a significant contribution to the student’s academic area of interest. This year’s recipient of the Student Achievement Award is Matthew Sherland. Matthew graduates with a Bachelor of Science in Renewable Energy Engineering.

The Outstanding Scholars Award honors those students appointed by their respective department chairpersons or program directors who, in the opinion of the faculty, have demonstrated academic excellence in their majors. Only one Outstanding Scholar is awarded per major (bachelor’s degrees).

College of Health, Arts and Sciences
Kevin Parks  Health Informatics
Mariana Elisa Salcido  Medical Laboratory Science
Kirsten Broschet  Health Care Management, Radiologic Science (Online Learning)
Lisa Burns  Health Care Management, Clinical Management (Online Learning)
Sara Stewart  Applied Psychology (Online Learning)

College of Engineering, Technology, and Management
Devin Sachs  Mechanical Engineering
Mike Lukomski  Mechanical Engineering (Seattle campus)
Joanne Parsons  Cybersecurity
Jorden Holland  Information Technology
Rachel Griggs  Information Technology (Online Learning)
Justin Laughlin  Electrical Engineering
Katelyn Mitchell  Operations Management
Eric Jacobson  Operations Management (Online Learning)
Laura Sanchez  Embedded Systems Engineering Technology
Matthew Sherland  Renewable Energy Engineering
Nicholas Tucker  Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Ryan Welch  Software Engineering Technology
Sean Buchanan  Technology and Management
Kevin Lee Hutchinson  Technology and Management (Online Learning)

Emeriti Administration and Faculty

Two faculty members received emeritus status this academic year. Emeritus status is an honor granted to those who have served the institute for at least 10 years with distinction and who have applied for this status.

Barry Canaday  Associate Professor, Medical Imaging Technology

Since 2009, Barry Canaday has helped transform the Echocardiography program at Oregon Tech, first helping to create it; then serving as program director for a decade; and finally, as externship coordinator, establishing and maintaining over 30 clinical externship affiliation sites across the United States. The program itself boasts a 100% pass rate for the ARDMS registry exam in adult Echocardiography, 100% job placement post-graduation and 95% program retention rate.

In addition to teaching, Barry has maintained professional licenses and national registration, and participated in numerous professional conferences, regionally, nationally, and internationally. As a member, and Fellow, of the American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) he served on the International Sonographer Training Task Force, the ASE Council on Cardiovascular Sonography Board, and the ASE Cardiovascular Council Steering Committee. Through the ASE Foundation, and RAD-AID International, Barry has been a volunteer in international outreach missions in India, Vietnam, and Tanzania.

Closer to home, Barry recently completed serving as a member of the Cascades East Area Health Education Center (CEAHEC) Advisory Board.

He will continue working professionally as a staff cardiac sonographer within the Dignity Health hospital system.

Elvira Schechtel  Professor, Natural Sciences

Elvira Schechtel has dedicated three decades to teaching Natural Sciences, and has taught over 20 different lecture and lab courses. In addition to teaching, she has served as scheduling coordinator, curriculum planner, technical reader, Oregon Tech Foundation Scholarship reader, and as a judge for multiple Tech Challenge Science Expos. She has also participated in numerous committees and conferences, and has been granted nearly $100,000 for the Water Quality Research Project at Oregon Tech.

During her time at Oregon Tech, Professor Schechtel has received the Faculty Achievement Award, Professor of the Year award, Most Interpretational Teacher award, trophy for Best Teacher, and has been nominated by students for the Commission on College Teaching Excellence in Teaching Award every year since its inception.
Graduates College of Engineering, Technology and Management

Master of Science
Civil Engineering
Grant William Banister
Trevor Miles Davis
Kayla Nicole deHoop
Marisan Grace Elisabeth
Michael Keith Hoie
Natascha S. Karan
Noah Nieman
Garrett Cole Stephens

Bachelor of Science
Civil Engineering
Alfred Adams VI
Talal Almuaitari
Justin Archer*
Grant William Banister
Trevor S. Brooks
Ashley Bucher
Jessica L. Chosy*
Amanda Constant*
Nicholas Thomas Crossett
Geographic Information Systems Minor
Trevor Miles Davis
Kayla Nicole deHoop**
Jacob Tyler Edmondson**
Marisan Grace Elisabeth
Juan Daniel Guzman*
Michael Keith Hoie***
Alexander J. Holland
Surveying Minor
Jasmine Elizabeth James
Natascha S. Karan***
Conner James Mullin
Bronson Kazutaka Nekomoto
Noah Nieman
Garrett Joel Oman***
Imaiokalani Porter Park
Chad Thomas Pietrok*
Anna Carolin Sheadley*
Lance R. Taylor
Christian Rain Uemura
Chase Wago
Daniel Owen White

Bachelor of Science
Computer Engineering Technology
David Agustin Abaroa Gomez*
Mason Cliff*
Daniel Clay Eberhart
Hayden Hurst*
Applied Mathematics Minor
Steen P. Rasmussen
Applied Mathematics Minor
Zachary Rowland

Associate of Engineering
Computer Engineering Technology
Quinn A. Joslin
Sarge Smith

Bachelor of Science
Embedded Systems Engineering Technology
Andrew Deraita**
Jason Paul Farrell
Mark Steven Hultin*

Bachelor of Science
Software Engineering Technology
Kevin Michael Adams
Shant Singh Ahuja**
Tyler Scott Allen
Amir Alton*
Hussain Ahmed Alzaher*
Information Technology Minor
Enno Israel Aragon
Beau Bell
Bradley Scott Bergstrom**
Jetcin Eric Bohnen
Brennen A. Boese
Robert Jacob Boschi II*
Hyun Chung
Evan D. Clark
Jordan Clark*
Ira Graham Cowie
Nomira Delgato*
Jareth Dodson
Andrew Doser**
Thomas Andrew Eberhart**
Christopher Elbling*
Ruby Star Fehon*
Michael Patrick Flanagan
John Furlan
Garrett L. Hammock
Nathan W. Ikola***
Carter Rae Knutson*
Kathryn Suzanne LaFrance*
Levi Leuthold*
Jacob Thomas Locke
Devin Lee Lust*
Cade McNiven
Joseph George Meeko VI*
Tristen Thomas Menge***
Jose Moreno
Applied Mathematics Minor
Jared Muralt
Jeffrey William Huffine Ottenrath***
Matthew Perrapato
Dana Elysse Posey*
Information Technology Minor
Seth Ray*
Michael J. Remley
Sulaiman Rezayee
Nicholas Arenal Sack*
Laura Elizabeth Sanchez*
Adrian Thomas Schwartz***
Applied Mathematics Minor
Sarge Smith
Nathaniel M. Swenson
Andrew Tran
Brenton S. Unger II*
Yang Wang***
Ryan John Welch**

Academic Honors
Oregon Institute of Technology is pleased to recognize the academically outstanding students who will be receiving their baccalaureate degree with academic honors. This honor is based on all academic work, including transfer credits in some cases, and indicates a high level of scholastic achievement.

** Summa cum laude
(with highest honors) GPA 3.90-4.00
** Magna cum laude
(with high honors) GPA 3.75-3.89
* Cum laude
(with honors) GPA 3.50-3.74

Nicolas Welty
Jesse T. Whiting
Matthew Kent Willoughby
Codye Austin Winslow***
Timothy James Wright**
Applied Mathematics Minor
Gabriel C. Zeller**
John Warren Zimmerman*

Associate of Engineering
Software Engineering Technology
David Agustin Abaroa Gomez
Jose Luis Martinez

Master of Science
Engineering
Jason Robert Baptiste
Scott Breitenstein
Thomas Michael Bridges
Krystal Anne Cruz
Garrett Emulsie
Toby James Farkas
Zachary Hofmann
Wade Alan Hull
Timofey Ivanov
Ross Taylor Ogle
Olgia Skyberg
Katherine F. Stankus*

Bachelor of Science
Electrical Engineering
Arbib Alenezi
Abdulwahab A K SH A Alfadhli
Rahaf Mohammad Alhassan
Majed Dhubayan Almajid
Mohammed Alqattan
Applied Mathematics Minor
Rae Bad Ahmed Alturafi*
Applied Mathematics Minor
Kamrun R. Bates
Peter A. Bailey
Keaton Michael Bradley
Applied Mathematics Minor
Scott Breitenstein***
Thomas Michael Bridges**
Applied Mathematics Minor, Applied Physics Minor
Cody K. Brown
James Anthony Dumalo Caliva
Kristal Anne Cruz*
Dmitriy V. Dorokhov
Nader El Attrash

(graduates continued on next page)
Graduates  College of Engineering, Technology and Management

**Bachelor of Science**  
Electrical Engineering (cont.)  
Toby James Farkas**  
Michael Issam Farr  
Troy W. Ferguson**  
Applied Mathematics Minor  
Arnold Fernandes*  
Applied Mathematics Minor  
Tristen Elijah Fout*  
Jason Hobbs  
Justin Laughlin**  
Applied Mathematics Minor  
Nathanaiel Anthony Leascu  
Kurtis Lepley***  
Adam C. Lindgren+  
Aaron Matthew Lukosh  
Qori Isabel Manco  
Chad Morishige  
Trenton Kaleb Kevin Oswald*  
Applied Physics Minor, Arts, Literature Minor, Philosophy Minor  
Stuart Reiswig*  
Joseph Walker Saxon***  
Brian Alexander Sinclair*  
Olga Skyberg***  
Trask Pierre Telesmanich  
Jonathan Allen Matthew Thurston***  
Stefan A.T. Valenzuela  
Michael Anthony Walter  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Electronics Engineering Technology  
Hassan Abdulla Mohammad Alhayek  
Asma Bilal+  
Rob Joseph Mucha  

**Master of Science**  
Renewable Energy Engineering  
Jules Earley  
Kyle Justin Jenkins  
Jessica Robin Kerby  
Nathan S. Margoshes  
Shelby Vasconcellos-Murphy  
Juan Roberto Villarreal  
Jessica Shelby York  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Renewable Energy Engineering  
Mustafa Abou Darwish  
Zakaria Hisham Alkhateeb  
Mahammad Ahmed Alrowili  
Rased Eid Alruwali  
Braden Charles Christensen**  
Applied Mathematics Minor  
Chris Delange  
Aboubacar Oumar Doucoure*  
Kaleb C. Edmunds*  
Jefferson Kamany Feussom+  
Samuel E. Gaumer  
Kyle Justin Jenkins**  
Morgan Leigh Lanen+  
Applied Mathematics Minor  
Daniel Cobb Maltiat*  
Qori Isabel Manco  
Brandon Wade Minnis  
Mohammed Behir Mohammednur  
Jeffrey Mark Perkins  
Biology Minor  
Andrew David Reed*  
Ryan S. Schofield**  
Wesam Shanneb  
Applied Mathematics Minor  
Matthew D. Sherland**  
Ross Alejo Sison  
Alex Thomas Smith  
Kevin Thaddeus Steereman***  
Juan Roberto Villarreal  
Applied Mathematics Minor  
Niels Christian Williams  
Connor James Miller Wilson***  
Hanna Wold**  
Applied Mathematics Minor, Chemistry Minor  
Jessica Shelby York**  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Geomatics: Geographic Information Systems Option  
Joel Borwick  
Vivienne R. Clemen  
Michael James Ness*  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Geomatics: Surveying Option  
Jacob A. Andrews*  
Calvin Owen Baker  
Jon Charles Hennon  
Sean Willkom Lange***  
Matthew Larraneta  
Geographic Information Systems Minor  
Cody Davis Lindberg  
Michael James Ness*  
T. Dejesus Quinones  
Taylor Jacob Rife  
Jamie Walker  
Geographic Information Systems Minor  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Accounting  
Palen Michael Vise  
Walter Michael York***  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Business: Accounting Option  
Adjoua Michele Oka  
Zachary Pare  
Andrea Sotelo  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Business: Management Option  
Katelyn Florez**  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Business: Marketing Option  
Dakota L. Becker  
Zachary Landry**  
Kristen Marie Sciot+  
Andrew James Joseph Schubert+  
Peter Lewis Simonsen+++  
Cheyne Jensho Sueyoshi  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Cybersecurity  
Dylan Jacob Armstrong**  
Andrew Curtis Dall*  
Adam Zachary Flagg-Fairless*  
JoAnne Parsons**  
Esteban Quiles**  
Nathan Rascheinsky***  
Jeffrey Scott Stout*  
Cody William Weaver**  
Information Technology Minor  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Health Care Management: Administration Option  
Karly Mae Boren  
Jasper Adam Calg+  
Health Informatics Minor  
Amani Abdulmagid Elmagdub  
Samantha Jean Henkell  
Medial Sociology Minor  
Monica Chantel Lopez  
Health Informatics Minor, Psychology Minor  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Health Care Management: Clinical Management Option  
Lisa Burns-Birton***  
Jennifer Kathleen Gutierrez*  
Brooke Ashley Williams**  
Christina Louise Wyatt*  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Health Informatics  
Shelah Danielle Bloomzaad+  
Matthew Christopher Cerda*  
Brooke M. Higgins**  
Kevin Michael Parks**  
Jeanette Pham*  
Business Minor  
Peter Allen Wantucks+  
Carolan L. Wolterman  

**Bachelor of Science**  
Health Informatics  
Information Technology  
Dylan Jacob Armstrong**  
Check Abdoul Kader Bandaogo  
Jonathon Thomas Breazeale+  
Cassidy Lane Canfield*  
Amanda Canada+  
Health Informatics Minor  
Blade Creighton  
Richard Albert Cruickshank*  
Kyle A. Elsey*  
Jacob C. Evans  
Dmytriy Golovin  
Rachel Erin Griggs***  
Trevor Hailey*  
William W. Haught  
Jorden Alexander Holland**  
Aaron Matthew Jetton  
Thawng Za Kap+  
Jason King*  
Business Minor  
Andrew Blake Large
Graduates  
College of Engineering, Technology and Management

**Bachelor of Science**
Information Technology (cont.)
- Seth Robert Morgan
- Anthony Nemitz***
- Nathan Rusheimsky***
- Jamshid Sedig**
- Carlos Dela Rosa Solorio+  
- Aaron Vang
- Michael Aaron Waxman
- Fuller E. Worman
- Andrew Zwaks
- Psychology Minor

**Bachelor of Science**
Information Technology: Accounting Option
- Bhavini Shah***

**Bachelor of Science**
Information Technology: Business/Systems Analysis Option
- Daniel C. Woodall

**Bachelor of Science**
Information Technology: Health Informatics Option
- Lorrie Jo Adams

**Bachelor of Science**
Operations Management
- Julian Marie Bazeman
- Alden Chu
- Kory Allen Dalehy
- Brent E. DeWitt+
- Blaine Michael Gilmore
- Garrett Scott Halvorsen*
- Information Technology Minor
- Keith F. Hayes*
- Eric William Jacobson**
- Benjamin Matthews*
- Nick McCaslin
- Priscilla Carmen Medina*
- Katelyn Mitchell*
- Cameron Thomas Porter***
- Victor Alberto Rios*
- International Business Minor
- Francisco J Rivera
- Kristapher Lee Yates+
- Applied Statistics Minor, Psychology Minor

**Bachelor of Applied Science**
Technology and Management
- Lawrence Bates
- Sean E. Buchanan*
- Casey B. Cessmun
- Donna R. Green
- Kevin Lee Hutchinson*
- Dennis Joseph Liang
- Jake Mcloud
- Brody Alexander McNair
- Michael James Thomas Schreiffer
- Information Technology Minor
- Bobbie Ward
- Jared Matthew Weber***
- Grant Wolf-Willey*

**Master of Science**
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
- Mesfin Chanyalaw Gobeze
- Otis Loo
- David Nah

**Bachelor of Science**
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
- Kevin Brambila
- Kristopher M. Canete
- Colton R. George
- Quinlin William Herndon
- Business Minor
- Jacob Daniel Herelt**
- Jacob Kaadan Lancy
- Drew Vladimir Lawrie
- Rye Roberts Livingston Jr.
- Jason Roberts**
- Evan Torsadiene Tolentino
- Nicholas David Tucker*

**Bachelor of Science**
Mechanical Engineering
- Scott D. Acker**
- Gudrun M. Albrecht-Smith*
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Jacob Alleman
- Ahmed Ghazi Alnahkili
- Ali Mohammed Alyousef
- Joseph Reda Habib Azer
- John Hugh Baldwin
- Sean Andres Balignasay
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- David Holland Beal**
- Aaron C. T. Blundell
- Daniel Bratitan
- Joshua K. Callaway
- Christopher Chapman*
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Paul Matthew Clark*
- Moises Cobian-Flores
- Daniel Aaron Cooper***
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Jeremy Thomas Cummins*
- Spencer Abel Dahlke
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Robert S. Deeter
- Clancy Ann Delforge**
- Ryan Mitchell Doerr
- Taylor Nicole Dorris
- Alexander Dudnikov
- Darren Mathias Early
- Oberon Fayland
- Professional Writing and Technical Communication Minor
- Dominic E. Ferreggiaro
- Tyler J. Fischer*
- Brandon Levi Foose**
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Michael J. Frank*
- Mark Andrew French+
- Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor, Applied Mathematics Minor
- Nathan Fuller
- Hannah Gaffer*
- Applied Physics Minor, Applied Mathematics Minor
- Isaac Gilmer+
- Jeremiah Jake Barangan Groupe
- Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor
- Lucas B. Hale
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Kyle David Hales
- Eric George Hansen
- James Robert Harris
- Applied Mathematics Minor

**Bachelor of Science**
Mechanical Engineering Technology
- Kai G. Hattan
- Elijah Thomas Ward Hawkins
- Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor, Applied Mathematics Minor
- Nathanael David Hazen
- Desty Jenny Jena Inas
- Kyle James Jenson
- Nakul Kataaria+
- Kolvin Kekua
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Winston William Kelley
- Zane Kerns
- Nicholas Mbatu Kinja+
- David B. Knapp
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Andy Kong***
- Kelly W. Kyllo
- Sandra Lastokka
- Brysonlee Kia Nahaolelua Lemapu
- Michael O. Levi*
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Alexcek Lichtenberg*
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Mikhail Lukomskiy***
- Dalton Michaels
- Miriah C. Miller+
- Thomas Abel Mouser
- Aaron E. Mueller
- Justin Allin Shigeru Nichols
- Dennis Panaite
- Taki Rose Prukis+
- Larry C. Raymond
- Ahmed Murshed Reza
- Scott Gordon Robertson***
- Cesar Robinesc Jr.
- Cadre Roske
- Devin Sachs***
- Bishara Salameh
- Eric Michael Shaw-Stearns
- Aleksandr V. Shevtsov
- Chase James Tokio Shimizu
- Oluajimi O. Oluhunenleke Sofowora
- Jordan P. Sprunger (degree awarded posthumously)
- Marcus Caplin Sturlaugson**
- Jacob Robert Suitor
- Brenden J. Sullivan
- Gang Hua Tan
- Mark Gregory Thompson
- Darby Alice Twight
- Jason R. Walter**
- Aaron John West+
- Applied Mathematics Minor
- Brian L. White*  
- Kyle R. Wolf
- Payton Benjamin Wright
- Duke A. York
- Alexander Ramon Zendejas*
- Applied Mathematics Minor, Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor

**Bachelor of Science**
Mechanical Engineering Technology
- Ibrahim Alrshidian
- Jake Austin**
- Kristopher M. Canete
- Noah Cayson
- Jason Daniel Dunham**
- Marvin Garay
Graduates College of Engineering, Technology and Management

Honor Society

Tau Beta Pi ΤΒΠ
Engineering Honor Society
Grant William Banister
David Holland Beal
Christopher Chapman
Daniel Aaron Cooper
Trevor Miles Davis
Kayla Nicole delHoop
Jacob Tyler Edmondson
Tristen Elijah Fout
Mark Andrew French
James Robert Harris
Michael Keith Hoie

Alexander J. Holland
Kyle Justin Jenkins
Morgan Leigh Lanen
Daniel Malriat
Trenton Kaleb Kevin Oswald
Kevin Thaddeus Steerman
Garrett Cole Stephens
Marcus Sturlaugson
Lance R. Taylor
Jonathan Thurston
Hanna Wolf
Jessica Shelby York

Honors Program

The Oregon Tech Honors Program provides its Honors students with an academic curriculum and a collection of extracurricular learning experiences designed to help them become well-rounded future career professionals, socially responsible people, and liberally educated students. The Program’s mission is to “foster the person in the future professional.”

Dr. Christopher J. Syrnyk, Director | Dr. Jesse M. Kinder, Assistant Director

Jaime N. Evers
Christian Gomez
Daniel Cobb Malriat
Apoorva Singh
Jessica Woodall

Alumni Awards

The Oregon Tech Alumni Association presents awards to recognize the accomplishments and support of Oregon Tech alumni and friends.

Alumni Spirit Award
Todd Bredlove ’96
Software Engineering Technology

Recent Alumni Achievement Award
Erika Meng ’19
Biology/Health Sciences

Distinguished Alumna Award
Rebecca Powers ’77
Medical Laboratory Technology

Distinguished Alumnus Award
Greg Wade ’87
Civil Engineering

Scientific Achievement Award
Mary Campbell ’84
Medical Laboratory Technology

Honorary Alumni Award
Don and Sherrill Boyd

Honorary Alumnus Award
Bert King (in memoriam)

Outstanding Alumni Veteran
Autumn Breeze Engh ’17
Renewable Energy Engineering

Golden Owl Society
The Golden Owl Society is an organization for Oregon Tech alumni who graduated 40 or more years ago. Its purpose is to inform, maintain interest, and involve older alumni in the activities of Oregon Tech and to promote the university in the activities of its alumni. Membership is free and automatic. Some members are participating in our ceremony today.
Graduates College of Health, Arts, and Sciences

Bachelor of Science
Applied Mathematics
Alexis Elizabeth Harris***
Applied Statistics Minor
Kira Lynn Hess***
Applied Statistics Minor
Mitchell James Jillon*
Applied Physics Minor
Mitchell Adam Kilkenney
Andrew D. Mengershausen
Curtiss Michel***
William James Millard
Applied Physics Minor
Joseph Reed
Applied Physics Minor
William Timmons+
Daren Gene Wright*
Gabriel C. Zeller***

Bachelor of Science
Communication Studies
Rose Adel Anderson
Bowe Stirling Browder
Christian Cavanaugh
Mackenzie C. Deissoll
David M. Fleming-Jones**
Professional Writing & Technical Communication Minor
Lauren Meredith Frost
Shelby Lostetter
Art, Literature and Philosophy Minor
Samantha J. McLean*
Veronica Dawn Rose Najat**
Asher Nieman***
Jairi Norberg+
Logan Ashley Nunes
Business Minor, Psychology Minor
Josh Tachouet
Brennen James Thacker+
Brandon Talbert Wright+
Business Minor, Psychology Minor
Richard Glenn Wright
Mackenzie Marie Zupan

Bachelor of Science
Professional Writing
Rozanne Marie Baurista+
Haley Werst+
Michael Allen Yilek**
Art, Literature and Philosophy Minor

Bachelor of Science
Dental Hygiene
Adrienne Accuardi***
Jazmin Kahuluikoaonalani AhYat***
Hasan Mohammed Alamadan
Heather Atchley-Grey
Laura Anne Balcar
Business Minor
Lisa Ann Balint***
Preslie Beck
Lori B. Benitez*
Taylor Bennett*
Iris A. Cardenas**
Amie Marie Caton* 
Anna Lam Co**

Maria Jessica Corona Quevedo*
Laurel Rileyigh Dawson*
Sarah Dew
Angelica Espinosa
Linzi Danielle Flood*
Hannah Kathryn Fowler*
Alison Lee Freeman**
Rachel Marie Gazeley
Morgan Greenay*
Margie N. Gerther*
Yulia B. Haley*
April Leanne Hester***
Jaime Diane Hoefker***
Skyler Hunt
Business Minor
Jessica Joy Iler***
Kendyl Jagodinsky+
Bayley Jensen**
Erina Rajnish Amelia Joshi
Jenny Judd***
Haley Koenig***
Andia Kulikova***
Kelsey Virginia Ann League
Susan M. Liu-Ryan*
Andrey Y. Lungu**
Beatrix Makray*
Julia Martin
Kate Martins***
Candice K. May*
Jennifer L. Mcetroy
Valerie Suzanne Miller
Heather Moorhed*
Business Minor
Gina Mozzi**
Elizabeth Nadia Ointneve**
Jamie Lynn Parker**
Anne Marie Pulley+
Business Minor
Marina Trejo Ramos*
Janelle Louise Reimer***
Kyle Reinwald***
Gerardo Reynaga Gonzalez
Business Minor
Catherine Reynolds***
Brooke Lee Robinson*
Matthew Rosenfeld**
Sierra Dawn Schiper
Ruth Rebecca Singh*
Desiree Diane Sinn***
Stephanie Slagle***
Amanda Sue Stein*
Brian Matthew Tack*
Perla Y. Táller Espinosa
Kaelyn Noel Tradar**
My T. Tran*
Emily Vahsholtz
Marianne R. Verboncoeur*
Rachael Meredith Villegas*

Master of Science
Applied Behavior Analysis
Kaylee Engelder
Leslie Jean Fitzgerald
Leah Renee Lefever
D’Anna June Plass

Academic Honors
Oregon Institute of Technology is pleased to recognize the academically outstanding students who will be receiving their baccalaureate degree with academic honors. This honor is based on all academic work, including transfer credits in some cases, and indicates a high level of scholastic achievement.

*** Summa cum laude
(with highest honors) GPA 3.90-4.00
** Magna cum laude
(with high honors) GPA 3.75-3.89
* Cum laude
(with honors) GPA 3.50-3.74
+ Summer graduate

Master of Science
Marriage and Family Therapy
Kayla Michelle Duke
Alice Elizabeth Kintner
Amanda Jean McHugh

Master of Science
Applied Psychology
Kelsey Aguirre
Erika L. Baker
Elsie Marie Barajas
Karla Barajas Ortega
Christina Mae Bennett**
Human Interaction Minor, Medical Sociology Minor
Robert Allan Blair
Human Interaction Minor
Daniel Blessinger
Vanessa Lee Chalm+
Hannah Rose Collier
Professional Writing and Technical Communication Minor
KesAmber Ivory Collier***
Kristen Cooper+
Alondra Saray Cordova
Courtney Crawford
Zachary Davis
Tami J. Dorris*
Human Interaction Minor
Joey Mitchell Driessen
Human Interaction Minor, Medical Sociology Minor
Elizabeth Anne Earley*
Aaron El-Dinary*
Art, Literature and Philosophy Minor
Emily Ann Feldberg*
Elizabeth Ferret
Jessica Flecher
Austin Javier Florez
Jarrett T. Foster+
Deanna K. Garren
Slyvester Hall IV
Keira Chantal Henderson
Human Communication Minor
Isabella Noel Hernandez+
Grayson Mckane Hill
Menelle Lynn Jepson**
Daniel V. Jones Jr
Sydney Radhelle Lockery
Rheanna S. McDaniel+
Samantha J. McLean*
Stephen Metsig
Laura Ann Morgan

( graduates continued on next page)
### Bachelor of Science

**Applied Psychology (cont.)**
- Carson Erik Okonek
  - Medical Sociology Minor
- Bishop R. Osborn
  - Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor, Medical Sociology Minor
- Joshua Overstreet
- Daniel Adam Pantuso
- Kelsey Pershall
  - Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor, Human Interaction Minor
- Cayln Reed
- Megan A. Ross
  - Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor
- Emily Caroline Rowlett
- Shantina Pearl Rust
- Marcy R. Say
- Ursula Winifred Smith
- Sara Xylina Stewart
- Helen Thi Tran
- Angel Valdez
  - Human Interaction Minor, Medical Sociology Minor, Applied Statistics Minor
- Candice L. Wedell-Tramp
- Sara L. Welsh
- Courtney Denise Wernet
- Gressa Ann Widmer
- Jacquelyn Judith Zendejas
  - Human Interaction Minor

**Bachelor of Science**

**Population Health Management**
- Jordan Liegh Ackernecht
  - Business Minor
- Morgan Alexander Bates
- Kayla Krystine Courtney
  - Medical Sociology Minor
- Josie Page Hanel
- Shelby Lee Johnson
  - Business Minor
- Christina M. May
- Trevor E. Neal
  - Medical Sociology Minor
- Bishop R. Osborn
  - Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor, Medical Sociology Minor
- Amanda Lorraine Thompson
- Bianca Maritza Torres
  - Medical Sociology Minor

**Master of Science**

**Allied Health**
- Stephanie Gail Boerste
- Jeannie Marie Bopp
- Brook Leann Brennan
- Tamera Gann
- Kris A. Houser
- Randall Philip Jasa
- Kristina Lengling
- Sylvianna M. Marquez
  - Kourtney Nicole Scoggins
- Elizabeth Wells
- Jacqueline S. Zaldana

### Bachelor of Science

**Diagnostic Medical Sonography**
- Tatiana Aleyakon
- Kahlil Adnan Alfie
  - Medical Sociology Minor
- Kayit Bell
- Lauren Candelaria
- Kylie Hokulani Chong
  - Human Interaction Minor, Business Minor
- Taylor Anne Cooley
- Kristin B. DeSefano
  - Rebecca Ann Diaz
- Diana Marie Disney
- Allison N. Falcoter
  - Crystal Garcia-Guzman
  - Taylor Alohalani-Bryann Garcia-Perreira
- Katelyn L. Gold
  - Heather Keakaokalani Gutierrez
  - Chaua L. Hardin
  - Jamie Sue Holter
  - Hein Renae Horton
  - Kerri-Ann Ilar
  - Lacey Marie Johnson
  - Hanna Knaezie Kyrkendall
  - Medical Sociology Minor
  - Megan Lammers
  - Nicole Raye Mafr
  - Medical Sociology Minor
  - Pamela Anne Mertens
  - Ivonne Muriel Murillo
  - Tanya Rae Navarro
  - Yin Ngou
  - Jessica Ngin
  - Jounoa Desiree Olivares
  - Falguni Patel
  - Lisa G. Perry
  - Elizabeth Helen Price
  - Kelly Reeves
  - Britney Christina Rodriguez
  - Kelsee Dana Smith
  - Raquel Paula Stenberg
  - Danielle Stinchcomb
  - Emily Elizabeth Diane Swindell
  - Emily Lok Vuong
  - Human Interaction Minor, Psychology Minor
  - Rachel Anne Welsh
  - Cassandra Lee Young

### Bachelor of Science

**Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging Technology**
- Carolyn Michelle Baker
- Allan Biday-Perry
- Breanna Elizabeth Bowman
  - Rhiannon E. Corcoran
  - Damien Phillip Dahn
  - Elias Steven Gutierrez
  - Garrett T. Johnson
  - Zachary Land
  - Savannah Dawn Lebengood
  - Psychology Minor
  - Morgan Michael Lueck
  - Jace O. Nelson
  - Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor
  - Kayla Scott
  - Jaime L. Toeddermeier
  - Kirstin Delynn Volk
  - Breanna Lee Winters

### Bachelor of Science

**Radiologic Science**
- Shane Ashton
  - Kymberly Deanna Bastian
  - Dallin Michaela Cook
  - Lynlee A. Dugan
  - Business Minor
- Nicholas David Engberg
- Lana M. Friedrich
- Brooklynn Marie Gregory
- Erica Diane Hardin
  - Medical Sociology Minor
  - Jordan Elizabeth Howell
  - Haley N. Jank
  - Davis Clayton Jantzi
  - Lincoln Brian Johnson
  - Hannah Rose Knox
  - Zamira Simone Leaks
  - Medical Sociology Minor
  - Ting Liao
  - Business Minor
- Tyler James Marsters
- Keele B. Maudlin

### Bachelor of Science

**Echocardiography**
- Sara Acosta
- Adriana J. Alfaro
- Marwa Jamiel Alnoaimi
- Lynn Berthiaume
- Silvia Dolores Arna Bush
  - Rachael Blumenshine
  - Business Minor
- Abigal Nanette Booser
- Evan Burgeson
  - Alison Mariah Calarusa
  - Christopher R. Calloway
  - Stuellen Carreiro
  - Carter Dahl
  - Robert J. Davis
  - Karen T. DeHil
  - Ashley Dlabaja
  - Tara Lynn Edwards
  - Taylor Noel Fihn
  - Jessica C. Gilbert
  - Mackenzie Gould
  - David Joseph Haren
  - Kary Lynn Kaleoanli Hok
  - Madalynn Marijke Hott
  - Su-Tron Hur
  - Kelsey Elise Jackson
  - Danielle Justine Jacobellis
  - Jennifer Sharadchandala Kalra
  - Steven M. Laman
  - Christina R. Lauzon
  - Sumer S. McNitt
  - Wendy Miller
  - Devan Alexis O’Neal
  - Lilian Pereira
  - Kaitlyn Anne Peters
  - Michelle L. Plung
  - Leslie Anne Quanti
  - Gretchen Nicole Rowan
  - Jessica Savit
  - Medical Sociology Minor
  - Kimberly Jones Taylor
  - Robinson Tran
### Graduates College of Health, Arts, and Sciences

**Bachelor of Science**

**Radiologic Science (cont.)**
- Spencer Mead
- Shelby Lynn Morgan*
- Holly Ann Murza*
- Kathryn Mac Murphy**
- Megan Nakai
  - Psychology Minor
- Randi Lee Avila Oxentine
- Meera Mahesh Patel*
- Holly Jane Phelps***
  - Medical Sociology Minor
- Delanie Phillips
- Gary Robinson
- Aloha Ann Rogers
- Tashina Mani Ruppert*
- Rosa Salgado*
- Haley Brynn Schoenthal*
- Mikaela Nicole Schuman***
- Matthew Joseph Selliari
  - Business Minor
- Olivia Kayleigh Simpson***
  - Medical Sociology Minor
- Courtney Lee Smith**
- Danielle Nichole Spaulding
- Rachelle Arie Stickroth
- Sky McKinley Thomas*
- Sarah Jessica Tolson*
- Elroy Salazar Torres
- Thy Nguyen Uyen Tran*
- Cecilia Venegas
- Ryan P. Waldahl**
- Cody Alan Wright*
- Rachel D. Wright*

**Bachelor of Science**

**Vascular Technology**
- Mazar C. Ball
- Ryan Allen Barnhart*
- Kenia Basilis*
- Rebecca M. Brown
- Sasha Raye Burton*
- Ashley Cadiz
- Stephanie R. Collier
- Brittany Crunchfield
- Krista Del Rossi*
- Angela Hamlin
- Janae Christen Herring
- Eugene Kaulini
  - Business Minor
- Emilt K. Kersten-Wines
- Amy Lu
- Addison Paige Mau*
- Andrew Scott Melin
- Samantha M. Miller***
- Kylie Milstead*
- Recardo Rodriguez
- Rachel Kathleen Rollins***
- Jessica Rachel Santana
- Gretta Schmidt
- Anna Rose Scolatti*
- Brittanly Elina Scott
- Nicholas Semakula*
- Alexis Sigmund
- Melinda Leann Vicuña
- Jessica Woodall*

**Bachelor of Science**

**Biology-Health Sciences**
- Collin J. Bean***
- Ireland Elizabeth Bell***
  - Chemistry Minor
- Rilee J. Bernat
  - Psychology Minor
- Spencer T. Bradbrook
- Scotty Douglas Borge*
- Hannah Cinta Carey
- Tyven Shaw Dickson*
- Jaime N. Evers***
  - Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor, Professional Writing and Technical Communication Minor
- Phillip Fang
  - Arts, Literature and Philosophy Minor
- Christian Gomez***
  - Chemistry Minor
- Cassidy Goveyner
  - Chemistry Minor
- Matthew Harrington
  - Chemistry Minor
- Sierra Hazlett*
  - Chemistry Minor, Psychology Minor
- Scott Ikea
- Branden Launius**
- Tiange Ma+
- Amy Nicole Morikawa**
  - Medical Sociology Minor
- Kyra Mull***
  - Chemistry Minor, Psychology Minor
- Sana Rahmanii
  - Chemistry Minor, Applied Statistics Minor
- Chelsea Reeder+
- Claire M. Robert
- Chanyia T. Silva*
  - Chemistry Minor, Business Minor
- Apoorva Singh***
  - Chemistry Minor
- Courtney T.K. Tabion
  - Joel Terhune

**Bachelor of Science**

**Environmental Sciences**
- Christopher Glenn Bailey***
  - Biology Minor
- Jesyca L. Chosy*
- Marisam Grace Elisabeth
  - Business Minor
- Raymond Leavy
- Amanda R. Levey
- Daniel Cobb Malraiat*
- William R. Natividad
  - Biology Minor, Geographic Information Systems Minor
- Kelly Erin O’Malley***
  - Chemistry Minor
- James Michael Skinner
  - Biology Minor
- Hanna Wolf**
  - Applied Mathematics Minor, Chemistry Minor

**Bachelor of Science**

**Nursing**
- Emily Alexander
- Mallory Baxter
- Sadie Boccard
- Mirian Cobian Valadez
- Amanda Compton*
- Helen DeCasas
- Chelsea Entrambasaguas*
- Holly Froelich**
- Jennifer Golemon
- Piedal Del Carmen Gonzalez-Diaz
- Abigail Gray**
- Brytney Gray
- Jordan Johnson
- Corrie Judd
- Abigale Lee
- Megan Mangels*
- Anna Nguyen
- Madison Rice
- Megan Ross**
- Abigail Shaw*
- Alexander Tuskins
- Anna VanSmoorenberg*
- Madeline VonFlue

**Bachelor of Science**

**Emergency Medical Services Management**
- Jonathon William Starr

**Bachelor of Science**

**Medical Laboratory Science**
- Salome A. Baltensperger*
- Calen Rose Brandt**
- Kathleene Cress*
- Quan Nguyen Long Dao***
- Trevor Davis***
- Bradley Noel Garmaian De La Fuente***
- Cody Early*
- Susannah Mary Gavin***
- Austin LaGrande Gipson
- Ingrid Hain***
- Bailey Henderson
- Rachelle Hyman
- Beatriz Iniguez Cairns*
- Vidhyalakshmi Jagadeesan***
- Hunter Johnson**
- Taylor Jayce Jorgensen
- Laura Kelley***
- Diem Kieu Thi Le***
- Stephen A. Long***
- Masaen Luo*
- Victor Lust*
- Joshua Macapagal***
- Bryce Madrid*
- Dale Daniel McBride***
- Brendan Robert Morrissey***
- Isis-Dominique Navarro***
- Vivian Tong Nguyen**
- Kelsey Nutter
- Hadrien P. Parentela***
- Raven F. Parsons
- Travis Stuart Powell*
- Lara Vesta Rumley*
- Mariana Elisa Salcido***
- Alexander Sherman**
- Stephanie Lynn Tate-Wong***
- Chemistry Minor
- Kyar Nyo Thin**
- Molly Caroline Wynrr**

(graduates continued on next page)
Graduates  
College of Health, Arts, and Sciences

Associate of Applied Science
Emergency Medical Technology: Paramedic
Makai William Bradley
Noah Roberts Carlson
Alex Cheney
Christie Choma
Jacob Michael Dolson
Kaitlyn Friesen
Janamjeet Kaur Gill
Haily Kaylan Hargrave
Michael Thomas Henney II
Ethan M. Hornnann
Evan Fredrich Jarvis
Zachary Jo Johnsen
Kyle Jonsson
Kyle Knutson
Logan Lake
Daniel Marting
Shealyn McClean
Mackenzie Diane Morelli
Wilson Rex Morris
David Olvera-Godinez
Stephanie M. Saul
Rebecca Sparks
Jack Kenneth Suing
Cody Jacob Wyatt
Kevin Zebede

Bachelor of Science
Respiratory Care
Aaron Bell
Aleah Berger
Sarah Elizabeth Burda
Erika Camacho
Christy Jean Caronis
Irving Casas
Barbara J. Cox
Elizabet Ferrer
David Alan Ferrett
Nikolas Ray Fox
Biology Minor
Teresa Ann Griffith
Joshua D. Grover
Amanda Lynn Hansman
Phoebe Kate Hendry
Bradley Jay Hochstetler
Melody A. Hoffman
Hannah Starr Jordan
Patsy L. Lackey
Shelby L. McCoy
Meghan Suzanne McPhee
Kiera Miller
Melanie Christine Miller
Adam Nouen
Joanna Rashid
Cari Rodericks
Matthew C. Webster
Loryn Mackenzie Williams
Ruby Wood

Associate of Applied Science
Sleep Health: Polysomnographic Technology Option
Brittany Elena DiCarolis
Katie Rose Dragger
Tamara Lynn Ellis
Alyssa Lehn
Danielle Michael

Honor Societies

Alpha Epsilon Delta  
Pre-Professional Health Honors Society
Collin Beam
Rilee Betnar
Christian Gomez
Sierra Hazlett
Chelsea Reeder
Claire M. Robert
Apoorva Singh

Lambda Nu  
National Honor Society for the Radiologic and Imaging Sciences
Kawthar Alfikfi
Shane Ashton
Kenia Basilio
Kymerberly Bastian
Breanna Bowman
Rebecca Brown
Sasha Burton
Kylie Chong
Taylor Cooley
Rhiannon Corcoran
Allison Falconer
Crystal Garcia-Guzman
Taylor Garcia-Pereira
David Haren
Kasey Hoke
Lincoln Johnson
Nicole Mahr
Kathryn Murphy
Tanya Navarro

Kaitlyn Peters
Elizabeth Price
Britney Rodriguez
Tadina Ruppert
Rosa Salgado
Haley Schoenhal
Anna Rose Scolatti
Courtney Smith
Kelsey Smith
Raquel Stenberg
Emily Swindell
Kaellee Syring
Jaime Toedtemeier
Thy Tran
Cassandra Young

Sigma Theta Tau  
National Nursing Honor Society
Sadie Boccard
Amanda Compston
Holly Froelich
Abigail Gray
Abigale Lee
Megan Mangels
Megan Ross
Abigail Shaw
Anna VanSmoorenberg

Psi Chi  
Honor Society for Applied Psychology Majors
Robert Blair
Hannah Collier
Samantha McLean
Kelsey Pershall
Sara Welsh
Academic Regalia

The dress worn by faculty and graduates during commencement ceremonies is based upon costumes used in 14th- and 15th-century universities, particularly Oxford and Cambridge in England. This style of academic dress and accoutrements, used in the United States since colonial times, was standardized by an Intercollegiate Code in 1895.

The variety of styles and colors reflects the wide variety of designs in doctoral robes. When a university is granted the right to confer doctoral degrees, one of the accompanying privileges is the opportunity to design unique and distinctive regalia for its graduates.

The academic costume typically consists of the cap or mortar-board, the gown and the hood. The cap, patterned after those worn at Oxford, is generally black and may be of any material—except velvet, which is reserved for doctoral caps. The color of tassel worn on the cap indicates what kind of degree the wearer has earned.

The gown indicates the level of the degree. Gowns for bachelor's or master's degrees lack any trim, while doctoral gowns are distinguished by velvet panels down the front and three velvet bars on the sleeve. As with the tassel, the trim color indicates the subject of the degree. The academic gown is usually black; however, blue gowns are being donned today by those receiving the associate degrees.

The hood is worn with master's and doctoral degree gowns only, with the exception of Nursing. Doctoral robes have a larger and more open hood, but both are decorated with colors indicating the subject area of the degree received and the institution which granted it.

Oregon Institute of Technology Graduation Overview

The Class of 2021 numbers 848 individuals—inclusive of those who have completed degree requirements last Summer and Fall, Winter and Spring terms this academic year, and another 71 who are expected to complete requirements this Summer.

Among the Oregon Tech graduates are 477 from the Klamath Falls campus, 159 from the Portland-Metro campus, 175 from the Online programs, and the remaining graduates are through our partnerships with Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU), Chemeketa Community College in Salem, Oregon and employees of The Boeing Company in Oregon Tech's Seattle program.

Other Notes

List of Graduates
The list of graduate names was provided to the printer one month prior to commencement to allow for production and distribution of this program. The status of some candidates may have changed since that time. The listing of a name in this program does not obligate Oregon Institute of Technology to award a degree. For official purposes, a final corrected list of graduates will be retained by the Office of the Registrar.

This commencement program was produced by the Oregon Tech Marketing, Communications & Public Affairs Office and the Registrar's Office. A special thanks to Doug Halvorsen, Graphic Designer, for layout of this publication and Smith Bates MarComm Solutions for printing of this publication.

Special Thanks
Commencement is a collaborative effort, planned and organized through the Registrar's Office and the Oregon Tech Commencement Committee, which includes representatives from Alumni Relations, Campus Dining, Student Involvement & Belonging, College Union, Disability Services, Facility Services, Information Technology Services, Marketing, Communications & Public Affairs, President's Office, Student Affairs, and the Tech Nest Bookstore.
Alma Mater

The gold and blue of hill and sky,
Her glorious colors shown.
The truths, unfading from our hearts,
The friendships we have known.
We vow with time to hold them true
In cherished memory.

Our loyalty we pledge to you
Alma Mater OIT.